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Introduction
The main purpose of this work is to provide the discussion related to the conservation of the Arabic
Gazelle. Arabic Gazelle is widely found in the different areas of the Middle East, Asia and Africa,
but now they are considered to be the endangered species as they are disappearing because of the
different reasons. This work will also provide the suggestions that could play an important role in
the conservation of the Arabian Gazelle.

Discussion
Arabian Gazelle belongs to the genus Gazella that is distributed widely across the whole African
region, Asia and the Middle East. Arabian Gazelle is found in the areas of Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Jordan, Iran, Israel, Syria, UAE, Yemen and other regions. Before the domestication the different
species of Arabic Gazelle were usually hunted. They usually live in the hilly areas, light forests
or the desserts. During the last century hunting remained the biggest threat to the Gazelle. Other
threats included the changes in the climate, changes in the habitat and the changes brought due to
the increased needs of human beings changes in the infrastructure and agriculture.
Arabian Gazelle prefer to live in the territories with solitary males. The groups may become
permanent or they are temporary. Gazelles are very good runners. They usually feed on grass,
herbs or variety of food. Arabian gazelles have a very good vision, they could smell their predators
and could easily detect the presence of their hunters (Hadas, 2).
For the conservation purpose it is needed to take several steps for securing the biodiversity. It is
quite challenging to overcome the different problems that are serving to be a big hurdle for the
survival of these gazelles. The main challenge is to make the conservation impactful in the future.
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However there is an immediate need to implement different conservation programs and ensure the
conservation of the Gazelles.
Different training campaigns that will be causing the awareness for the conservation of the
gaazelles are needed to be designed and implemented. It is also needed to implement these
programs in the curriculum of the students. Promoting the different ecotourism activities will also
be helpful. Another important step that could be taken might include the development of the
habitats that would be idfeal for the gazelles and in such a way they could breed in a controlled
environment. The government also has the responsibility to take important steps and put a ban on
the hunting of Gazelles (Hadas, 5). Different punishments should be given to the hunters. Different
social media campaigns could be among the effective ways to increase the awareness and make
the people think about their responsibility towards the environment. Collaborating with different
international institutions of wild life could also play an important role. There is the need to first
focus the reasons that are the threat for their survival and then design a proper strategy.

Conclusion
The number of Arabian Gazelles are declining day by day and therefore there is the need to take
some solid steps to prevent the extinction of the Gazelles. Government, individuals, researchers
and the activists all are needed to identify their responsibilities and play important roles.
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